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The inspiration for this article is a signed and dated copy of Camden's Compliment which I purchased in the early 1960s at The Wolcott Shop in Skaneateles, New York. My stop there occurred while Ralph Schroeder and I were on one of our frequent gathering excursions to collect information and material about Vachel Lindsay. On the front pastedown endpaper of my copy is the identifying code "W 1022," probably an indication of the book's location in the Wolcott inventory; on the front free endpaper are the autograph and date: "Walt Whitman/Dec: 16 '89." Confirmation of the existence of this book is found in WWC, 6. Except for certain copies Traubel mailed, distribution of most local copies was in the hands of Attorney Thomas B. Harned and Judge Charles G. Garrison of Camden. Traubel's entry about Whitman for December 16, 1889 is both typical and telling: "Harned, he said, had just left the house. . . . He brought me down a dozen copies of your book. It seems that Judge Garrison is to take them, and wants my signature. Oh yes! I shall sign them-sign them for Tom and for the Judge, both, for their sakes." Later on December 21, Whitman noted: "We have a good friend in Judge Garrison .... I think he must have distributed as many as 30 copies of your book ... " (WWC, 6:197, 205 It is not surprising to see Whitman borrowings in poems from Germany, but by the time Hitler was in power the enthusiasm for Whitman had cooled. Kolmar's use of Whitman suggests that, unlike some of her immediate predecessors, she read Whitman's work as indicative of a fully democratic society.2 Whitman's words take on a striking new significance in the hands of a woman and a Jew in Nazi Germany; his work echoes in her "cycles," collections of poems featuring women's voices, children, and a search for a biblical paradise.
The cycle "Images of Woman" starts with the lines I have already quoted. Unlike Whitman's brash and absorptive persona, Kolmar's persona at first meets the reader as an apprehensive bride. Kolmar's bride admits that she is frightened, and perhaps there is some initial irony directed at the gigantic, often fearless, occasionally abstracted "I" of Whitman.
In the third poem, "Woman Undiscovered" ("Die Unerschlossene"), Kolmar's bride has grown in experience. [I too am a continent. I have mountains never reached, bush-land unpenetrated, Bay, stream-delta, salt-licking coast-tongue . . . I am a continent that one day will sink soundless into the sea.]3
These lines bring to mind Whitman's "Starting from Paumanok," which describes an already discovered America. While Kolmar's poetic eroticism is boldly out of step with her country's bourgeois and later totalitarian prescriptions for female comportment, the poignant beginning and ending lines link Kolmar's fate with Europe's. She has little hope that her words will be heard.
In the second "room" of the cycle (Kolmer's terminology reminds us that women are traditionally house-creatures, restricted like the "lady" in Whitman's "Song of Myself" to rooms), the poem called "Girl" ("Madchen") extends from her room a continent's embrace of the entire world:
Ich will in meinem Bette ruhn und die Erde bedecken. Uber den Landem Europas und Afrikas liege ich da. Meinen linken Arm will ich tief hinein nach Asien strecken. [I wore the eternal crown of glowing coals, wore it upon my conscience.
Once it was ignited, tortuous, climbing in endless waves, a fire-tipped forest. Its tongue drove down into the mouth that grasped my thigh.
And never did the falling sparks deny the youth's strong, pure hands. He held it high into the night, a painful torch . .
. . ]4
Kolmar's usual four-beat, abab rhyme scheme breaks down in this passionate poem and the lines are much longer. Yet, for a woman, the poet seems to suggest, flights of abstraction tied to sexual union may be well and good, but neither the consequences of a sexual relationship nor those of abstraction can be evaded. In the later cycle called "Child," "Madness" demonstrates one possible consequence of unchecked abstraction and generality. The poem replaces Whitman's gentle old crone in "Out of the Cradle Endlessly Rocking" with a more threatening female emblem of death: a pale, "Jewish-looking" woman with "tar-like" and "serpentine" black hair who tends a fair-haired child "perhaps already dead." In the end, we realize that she is mad, and rocks an empty cradle in a relentless four-beat meter with abab rhyme. The freedom that should have been has no basis. So much for a poet who tries to identify with a nation that holds no hope for her.
After "Child" Kolmar probably wrote her cycle about the French Revolution. Then, as Smith reports, there is a puzzling two-year silence before the appearance of her final cycle, "Worlds." Regarding this last effort, Smith expresses surprise that Kolmar returned to her earlier themes; for Smith, these ' later poems seem escapist. "Worlds" also surprises him because of its radical departure in form from previous work. In "Worlds," Kolmar abandons altogether the conventional four-beat rhyme-scheme she had used most of her life. Previously she had many run-on lines, but here she uses end-stopped lines, anaphora and catalogs, all devices familiar to a reader of Whitman.
Remarkably, Kolmar by this time also abandoned the Whitmanian erotic voice of the "Woman" poems. This suggests that she did not indiscriminately absorb Whitman, nor, I believe, was she being apolitical or escapist. Instead, Kolmar emphasizes the biblical origins of Whitman's democratic form, and looks for the energy that could produce a paradisal earth. 5 In many of these poems she ponders the failure to realize paradise.
"The Angel in the Forest" ("Der Engel im Walde") is an example of this new style and concern; like Whitman, the speaker takes the hand of the reader, visits vistas (ending in a dusty roadside), and expresses Calamus-like yearnings for friendship. [Give me your hand, beloved, and follow me. And we will go away from men. . . . So let us flee Unto the musing fields that will console our wandering feet with friendly flowers and grass, Unto the river, bearing patiently upon its back the weighty burden of the full, freight-laden ships, Unto the forest animals that speak no ill . . . . And we will thirst and hunger and endure together, And together someday on a dusty roadside we will fall and weep . . . (pp. 203-207; last ellipsis the author's).]
In this poem Kolmar imagines an angelic companion, but a wingless angel, one who will not leave earth, even if it means dying with her. Shortly after writing "Worlds," Kolmar started writing to her sister who had emigrated, explaining in one of her early letters that she could not leave her father, alone and dying, in order to emigrate and save her own life. Although the angel in the poem is male, Kolmar in real life acts the part of the wingless angel. 6 Did she, like Whitman, contemplate the likelihood that she would die alone, after all she had cared for was gone? 
